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Introduction and Overview FP1

This is a “first look” at Modern Robotics Inc.’s Fusion Robot, and while it has less
detail than our usual “Absolute Beginners” courses, we aim to include sufficient detail
to enable use either within a classroom, or by a home-study parent/child
combination. For this audience, we emphasize detailed “how-to” videos, and
minimize “talking-head” presentations. We introduce new concepts only when you
need them to continue learning about your Fusion Robot.
What does this course cover?
•

•

This introductory course does cover the conversion from the computer
language Blockly to Python using the Fusion Robot Base Kit. We also check
out some sensors that are available for use with Fusion, but which are not
included in the Basic Fusion Base Kit; these tutorials are labeled “Extras”.
This course does not cover either the complete use of Python, or the use of
the many impressive libraries that are available for use with Python. It is
also not an introduction to Blockly, (to see our Blockly course click here).

What should you do next?
•
•
•

If you are a student interested in building your Fusion Robot, turn to the
next page and start!
If you are a teacher or mentor interested in a semi-technical summary of
the Fusion Robot’s features, turn to the “Technical Extras” on page 24.
If you are a professional interested in a free advanced Python course that
covers far more detail than is likely to be needed in a School course, turn to
“Where To Go Next” on page 28.

Note: If you have no Internet access and are using our USB-mounted videos, the Web
locations referenced in these notes will not be available, but our own Fusion self-study
videos will be available.
Enjoy! 😊
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Building your Fusion Robot FP2

Unpacking Fusion’s Mailing Box. FP2a
One of the first things to do is to check the contents of the mailing box you received.

Video - Web - USB
In this video we go through the components of our mailing box, to see if they are
the same as those listed on Modern Robotics’ Fusion Base Bot Building Instructions
pdf that you can see by clicking here.
Do not throw away the mailing box. You can use it again later, to store your finished
Fusion Robot.

Either (Print Build Instructions For Fusion): FP2b
Modern Robotics provides printable instructions for building your Fusion Robot, click
here to see them.
If you prefer to build your Fusion Robot from a paper copy of these build
instructions, for most browsers I have tried (Chrome, FireFox, Opera, Brave, Bing)
there will be a little printer image on the “build instructions” screen on which you can
left-mouse-click to print these instructions. If you are using the Internet Explorer
browser, you may have to left-mouse-click towards the bottom of the “build
instructions” screen, and the window below will appear:

Click where the arrow points to print out these build instructions.
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Errata? (January 2019) Note that on the second-last page of these instructions,
“Step 11” should presumably be “Step 13”, and “Step 12” should probably be “Step 14”.

Or (Video Build Instructions For Fusion):
Modern Robotics has not yet (September 2018) provided a YouTube video
demonstrating a Fusion build. However, their Spartan Robot has a similar chassis to
the Fusion Robot, and thus their YouTube video of a Spartan build can provide some
assistance if you want more help than is provided by the printed Fusion build
document.
The Spartan build video can be found by clicking here.
Video – Web
Portions of this Spartan video that correspond to steps in the printed Fusion build
document are listed below. We will re-use these steps to illustrate the Fusion build.
Fusion Step 1: Assemble base plate. Web
Fusion Step 2: Add battery mount and back “wheel”. Web
Fusion Step 3: Place the standoffs in the hole locations shown in the
Fusion build document step 3, NOT the hole locations visible in the Spartan
video. Later, in “Step 14” of this Fusion build, your Fusion controller will be mounted
on the top of these standoffs. The Fusion controller is physically bigger than the
controller used in the Spartan, this is why different positions for the standoffs are
needed. Web
Fusion Step 4: Add motors. Don’t worry about the Spartan controller shown in
the video – we will add Fusion’s controller later in “Step 14”. Web
Fusion Step 5: Assemble the front plate. Web
Fusion Step 6: Attach the front plate to Fusion. Note that, compared with the
Spartan build, the Fusion Build document reverses the 5x13-hole flanged plate so that
it is “concave” when viewed from the front of the Robot. We don’t know why Modern
Robotics have made this change. We don’t like it. We would prefer that this plate to be
mounted in a “convex” position when viewed from the front, just as it is in the Spartan
build. This will allow us in the “Wall Follow” tutorial (page 21 of Blockly tutorials) to
mount our Optical Distance Sensor sideways on the front plate, to demonstrate how
to teach our Fusion Robot to follow a wall. Web
Fusion Step 7: Add the wheels. Web
Fusion Step 8: Add the battery. Web
Fusion Step 9: Add the touch sensor. Web
Fusion Step 10: Build the touch sensor sub-assembly. Web
Fusion Step 11: Attach the touch sub-assembly to Fusion. Web
Fusion Step 12: Viewing from the front of the Robot, Fusion’s single Optical
Distance Sensor is mounted on the right side of the Fusion robot. Web
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Fusion Step “13”: Viewing from the front of the Robot, Fusion’s single Gyro
Sensor is mounted on the left side of the Fusion robot, in the same place as the left
sensor in this video. Web
Fusion Step “14”: Attach the Fusion controller to the standoffs we added in Step
3. Web
Fusion last page: Next carefully connect the cables in to the Fusion controller,
as shown below.

Now Charge Fusion’s Battery Pack.
It is unlikely that there will be sufficient power in Fusion’s battery pack to allow you to
experiment with your Robot. Turn Fusion off, because the battery will not charge when
Fusion is turned on. Connect the charger supplied as part of your Fusion kit in to your
building’s power supply, and plug the other end in to Fusion’s slot CHRG, with the
black wire to the right to charge Fusion’s battery. If the battery is flat, the light on the
charger will glow red. It will take an hour or two to charge Fusion’s battery pack. When
the battery is charged, the light on the charger will change to a green glow.

NOTE: Make sure Fusion is turned off. If Fusion is turned on, and you plug in
the charger cable, the light built in to the charger will glow green (erroneously
indicating a full battery) when in fact the battery could be almost flat. Your Fusion’s
battery will only be being charged when Fusion is turned off.

Congratulations!
You have now assembled your Fusion robot. In the next lesson you will find out how
to connect your laptop to your Fusion robot using Wi-Fi. Let’s go…
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How To Connect your Computer To Your
Fusion Robot Using Fusion’s Wi-Fi FP3
The first time you connect your computer to your Fusion Robot, you may be required
to provide a security key. This security key will be supplied by Modern Robotics Inc.
as part of your Fusion kit. At the time of writing (January 2019), this key is mrifusion.
It can be seen inside the lid of the Fusion System Controller Box that comes with your
Fusion kit.

The video below shows how to use Fusion’s inbuilt Wi-Fi to link a Fusion Robot to
a computer. In this example, the computer is a Windows 10 PC.

Video - Web - USB
Modern Robotics also have information about connecting your computer to your
Fusion Robot via Macintosh, via Linux, via iOS and via Android. You may need the
SSID of your Fusion Robot, which can be found here.

One of the unique things about a Fusion robot is that, as well as acting as a robot,
it also acts as a server with an inbuilt Wi-Fi link. Laptops, desktop PCs, tablets or smart
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phones can connect to the Fusion robot using this Wi-Fi link. It is almost as if the
Fusion robot is its own Wi-Fi hotspot, except that the Wi-Fi connection is not to the
Internet, it is just to the Fusion robot itself. In normal operation, neither the Fusion
robot nor the computer need be connected to the Internet, (but can be if the student
really desires this to be the case).
This ability to be able to operate without a connection to the Internet can be a
major advantage when the Internet connection is a problem, either because of slow
Internet speed or because the Internet is simply not available in the student
workplace. It can also be an advantage when a school is concerned that the student
may have contact with some of the less desirable content on the Internet, and therefore
has banned connections between student computers in the school, and the Internet.
In both these circumstances, the Fusion robot can be used and programmed
independently of any Internet access. If you have access to the USB version of our
tutorials, these can also be used independently of any Internet access.
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Setting up Admin and User Accounts in
your Fusion Robot FP4

One of the advantages of the Fusion Robot is that multiple accounts can be set up
inside the one Fusion Robot. Thus, students in many classes can all (one at a time) use
the same Robot, each student saving their programs inside the Fusion Robot. Students
are subsequently able to login in to Fusion again later, and continue their work,
starting from where they left off. This makes it very easy to use a Fusion Robot across
multiple classes.
However, before Fusion can be used by multiple users, accounts within the Fusion
Robot must first be set up. There are two types of Fusion accounts, “Admin” and
“User”. When used in a classroom, usually only the teacher or mentor will have access
to the more powerful “Admin” account. Students would usually be allocated a “User”
account. The video below demonstrates how to set up both types of accounts within a
Fusion Robot.

Video - Web - USB
Note: Some of the button colors in this tutorial may not match the button colors you
see when you set up your accounts in your Fusion robot. This difference has occurred
because Modern Robotics has updated their Fusion operating system since this video
was produced. The method demonstrated in this video will still work well with the
new version of Fusion's operating system.
Note 2: Modern Robotics have recently made available web documentation of this
process, which can be accessed by clicking here.
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Teaching Fusion to Move FP5

Converting from Blockly to Python: FP5a
In this tutorial we will look at using the simplest possible Blockly program to move
your Robot forwards, and then stop. We will then compare this Blockly program with
the automatically-generated Python equivalent to this Blockly program, and show
how to run Python separately using Fusion's Python Editor.
It is assumed that a Wi-Fi link between your computer and your Fusion robot has
already been set up, and that you have set up User and Admin accounts within your
Fusion robot (if you have not already completed these items, look at our previous
tutorial).
In the video below, we start up a browser (theoretically any browser, but Modern
Robotics recommend Google Chrome, so that is what we will use). To teach our
Fusion Robot to move, we send it commands in both the computer languages Blockly
and Python.
Video – Web - USB
Blockly is excellent if students have not used computers & robots before. It can be
used in introductory courses in Schools from lower middle school levels and above.
Python is an excellent computer language for more advanced work, and is
appropriate for upper middle school students and above. If you are interested in
more detailed information about the Python language itself, go to page 28.
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Some Blockly to Python Equivalents: FB5b
We spoke to potential users. Those who already has some skills in Blockly requested
a “quick reference” list of Fusion's Python equivalents to Fusion's Basic Blockly
commands, to assist them during the transition phase of their language conversion.
Because a single Blockly command can group multiple Python commands into neat,
useful "clusters", this list could also be useful to any new Python users who have not
yet had any coding/programming experience using a text-based language.
You can download a 2-page pdf of our attempt to meet this request by clicking
here (Web – USB). This list of equivalents applies to the standard build of the Fusion
Robot Base Kit. If you are using a different build, with (e.g.) motors in different
positions, you may have to adjust these equivalents so that they apply to your
different robot build. We comment on this table in the following video.

Video – Web - USB
Next let us apply some of our new knowledge in the “Approaching An Alien”
Challenge on the next page! 😊
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Fusion Approaches an Alien! FP6

Let us pretend that an Alien Ambassador has come to Earth. We don't know whether
the Alien is dangerous or not. We will send our Fusion Robot to approach the Alien
instead of us, because if anything goes wrong it will be a Robot and not us that will be
zapped. We need to teach Fusion to move to the “red carpet”, pause, and retreat
(backwards - it is impolite to turn one’s back on an Alien Ambassador!) Do not let
Fusion collide with the Alien Ambassador – that might start an intergalactic war!

Reminder: How to Login to our Fusion Robot FP6a
In case you need a reminder, watch the video below.
Video – Web - USB

Fusion Approaches An Alien FP6b
We will initially program our robot in Blockly using Fusion's Blockly Editor. We will
then take a look at the Python code that is automatically produced by our Blockly
program. As an experiment, we will copy that Python code, leave the Blockly Editor,
LAUNCH the Python Editor, and type in the identical Python code into this Python
Editor. We will then run that Python code to confirm that it actually works... :-) To
check what we did, look at the video below.
Video – Web - USB
The arena that the Fusion robot uses is available for download (Web – USB). It
can be printed if you have access to an A1 printer. A second similar arena, but using
slightly different colors, is also available for download (Web – USB). If you do not
have a “monster alien” available (making some of these can be a fun and amusing Art
class project), this A4 image (Web – USB) wrapped around a soft drink bottle could
perhaps suffice.
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Python or Blockly Code Best For You? FP6c

Both Blockly and Python have advantages and disadvantages relative to each other.
From the point of view of students, we could summarize these as follows:
Blockly strengths:
•
•
•
•

Relatively easier than Python for students to learn.
Does not require really good typing skills
Can be used down to Lower Middle School, (and below with capable students).
Good for quick prototyping to see if a student project using a Fusion robot is
feasible.

Blockly Weaknesses:
•
•

Inefficient in terms of the use of the Fusion's Raspberry Pi computer.
Does not have easy access to pre-written libraries for use in advanced (preUniversity & University) projects using Fusion.

Python Strengths:
•
•
•
•

Relatively efficient in terms of the use of the Fusion's Raspberry Pi computer.
Has access to pre-written libraries for use in advanced (pre-University &
University) projects using Fusion
A comparatively good text-based coding language for Upper Middle School
and pre-University students
Arguably easier for school students to learn than competing languages (e.g.
Java, C, C++)

Python Weaknesses:
•

Requires students to have reasonably good typing skills
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•

Much more difficult for students to debug (remove code errors) that is the
case with Blockly.

If you have suddenly decided that Blockly suits your needs better than Python,
you can go to our Blockly course for Fusion Beginners by clicking here.
If you are "keeping the faith" with Python, we will now take a critical look at the
Python code automatically produced by the Blockly program that we used to teach
our brave Robot to "Approach An Alien" in the previous tutorial.

Video – Web - USB
This is a tiny program, and any reduction in running time would be hardly
noticeable. However, for large programs, the difference can be very significant. Many
Engineers who have very tight deadlines for producing preliminary results, often start
by looking at quick rough options like Blockly, and then transition to more efficient
methods like Python when the project's final research/production direction has been
decided, and efficient programs for use in Business are required. Which approach you
need for your project is a decision that you are probably in the best position to make.
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Fusion Goes Around the Moon… FP7

“Around the Moon” is a Challenge we have used with Middle School students. Fusion
has to leave a pretend “Earth”, go into “space” around the “Moon”, and land back right
on top of the “Earth”.
If you have access to an A3 printer, an A3 sized “Moon/Earth” image suitable for
use in this lesson is available for free download (Web – USB).

Fusion goes around the Moon – Blockly to Python 1 FP7a
We will start this tutorial by developing Blockly solution to this Challenge. In the video
below, we demonstrate pruning the automatically-produced Python equivalent of the
Blockly program from 51 to 27 lines, to make a Challenge solution that would impose
less load on an inexpensive computer chip.
Video – Web - USB
Note: We have tried to record these videos with recently charged batteries in our
Fusion Robots. If the battery in your robot is low in charge, the distance travelled by
your robot can vary from the examples shown in our videos.

Fusion goes around the Moon – Methodology Change? FP7b
Again, we will send our Fusion Robot into “Space” around the (Tasmanian Apple 😊)
“Moon”. Up until now, we have been using “turns” inherited from the original “Basic
Blockly” commands. This meant we could only have three types of turns, 45 degrees,
90 degrees and 180 degrees. Python (and Intermediate Blockly) give us more
versatility. Let us use this increased versatility of Python to investigate if a change in
methodology would allow us to achieve an even more efficient “Around the Moon”
program. The video below investigates this possibility.

Video – Web - USB
Extensions to the “Around the Moon” Challenge FP7c
Why do we consider extensions to this Challenge?
When teaching using robotics, right from the start with the Tasman Turtle in the
early 1980s, through other robots including LEGO NXTs & EV3s over the last decade,
we observed our students exhibiting a tremendous range of abilities. To help keep our
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students stimulated, we use “extensions”. We can do this because our tutorials are not
of the “lock step” type that occur so frequently, particularly in Secondary School
classes.
Our Challenges are carefully designed so that the slowest student in the class can
achieve a successful result, and not be left behind. This allows us to come very close to
not having any students left feeling a “failure” in our classes – every student succeeds
at a level where they may be encouraged.
In this “Moon Challenge”, even the slowest student has (so far) ended up with a
robot ending up quite close, or perhaps with a tiny bit of the robot touching some part
of the “Earth”, which would be counted as a successful completion, with the student
being legitimately congratulated on their good result.
With average students, we would try and encourage them to get their robot
completely over the “Earth”, so that the Earth can not be seen when looking at the
robot from above. This is quite a bit more difficult and requires more time, which is a
suitable target for average students, while the slower students complete their less
difficult version of this Challenge.
Gifted or talented students will have generally completed this Challenge faster than
the average students in the class. To save them from getting bored and frustrated while
the rest of the class catches up, we have “extensions” of these Challenges that will give
them more difficult practice in what we are trying to teach them. Our experience over
the roughly the last decade with LEGO NXT and EV3 robots, is that this approach will
keep gifted students happily continuing to learn, while the slower students succeed in
their less elaborate versions of the Challenge.

Fusion goes around the Moon - the Sufi Way! FP7c
In the video below, we use what one Grade 5 student called his “Sufi” approach to
“Going Around the Moon”. He had read about the Sufi Whirling Dervish dancers who
spin around during their dances (see here). He wanted his robot to spin around during
its trip around the Moon, just like the Sufi dancers do. Just to make things more
difficult, he had his robot turning in the opposite way (anti-clockwise looking from
above) to the turns taken by virtually every other student in the class (clockwise
looking from above) – and, to his credit, he succeeded.
The video below shows that his idea, which he applied to a LEGO EV3 robot, can
also be achieved by our Fusion robot. Since this student was a boy, and boys very often
want to use a speed of 100% for everything, this video also demonstrates what happens
to our Fusion robot when it spins at a full motor speed of 100%. I’m not sure the
student realized it, but this made his task much more difficult. Using higher speed
“stops” and “starts” very often result in much wheelspin. If the floor is even the tiniest
bit uneven, the use of high speeds resulting in wheelspin will make the robot’s final
direction much less reliably predictable. This problem of high-speed wheelspin is the
reason we suggest that most of the students run their robots at a speed of 40% to 50%
of full power during all testing runs, there being much less chance of wheelspin at these
lower speeds. They can try higher speeds later when they are preparing for competition
events!
The video below shows Fusion’s version of a “Sufi” extension to the “Around the
Moon” Challenge.

Video – Web - USB
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Fusion Loops Around the Moon FP7d
A second extension to the “Moon Challenge” is for the student to teach their robot to
go in an orbit around the “Moon”, before returning to “Earth”.
At one of the Adult Education parent/child weekend robotics workshops run by
Yaya Lu and DrGraeme, one of the girls wanted to program her robot to do a loop
around the Moon before returning back to Earth.
The video below demonstrates that a Fusion robot is capable of imitating this girl’s
EV3 robot solution to the Moon Challenge.
This Python program is a little different from the previous “Blockly Moon
Challenge” programs. The previously used “Blockly Rotate” command spun our Fusion
robot around on the spot. To go in a loop around the Moon, we will need to use separate
motor commands for each motor. In our Python version, we have to add a separate
“Time” command limit after the two motor commands. The motors will continue
running until the “Time” command is finished. This is discussed in the video.
Video – Web - USB

Other “Moon Challenge” extensions for Fusion to Try? FP7e
The Moon Challenge seems to have acted as a stimulus to student imagination. I
particularly remember a boy student was extremely enthusiastic about his “superdooper secret spy robot”. It left Earth in the opposite direction to everyone else’s
robots, heading away from the Moon. His reasoning was that anyone on Earth would
think his robot would be going to Mars or Venus. What his robot was actually going to
do, he said, was to go around the Moon and spy on a secret enemy base on the far side
of the Moon, an enemy base which we could not see from Earth. He knew that people
on Earth only ever see about one half of the Moon, and that no one on Earth can see
anything on the far side of the Moon when they are standing on the Earth. This is not
widely known, but he knew it! He then taught his Robot to return past the Earth, turn
around in Space, and then come back to the Earth from his Mars or Venus direction,
so that no-one on Earth would know where he had been spying! He was very proud of
his super-dooper secret spy robot, and he completed his version of this Challenge quite
satisfactorily – to the applause of the other students…
How many ways can you teach your Fusion Robot to “Go around the Moon”?
Perhaps inspiration can be gained from these old videos of previous student attempts
(using LEGO robots). The runs vary from excellent to disastrous innovative. 😊
Video - Web - USB
Video - Web - USB

Downloadable Arenas:
If you have access to an A3 printer, an arena that we have used for this tutorial is
available for download, click below.
Arena - Web - USB
You could also reuse the arena that we have already used in the “Alien” tutorial on
page 11 of this publication. To download a pdf version of this arena, click below.
Arena - Web - USB
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Robot SUMO using Fusion FP9

Japan has a sport called SUMO in which each person attempts to push the other out
of an arena.

We would not have much chance of competing! But we can have fun with a robot
version of SUMO, in which each Robot attempts to push the other out of the rink. If
we are learning alone, we can teach Fusion to push an object (e.g. a doll or monster)
out of the rink.
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The downloadable Web – USB arena that we use has a white center with black
borders, as shown above. To enable our robot to play SUMO, we need to teach our
Fusion Robot how to sense the edge of the SUMO arena. To detect the black line that
surrounds the arena, we need to find out how to use Fusion’s Optical Distance sensor.

How to use Fusion’s Optical Distance Sensor FP9b
To play SUMO, Fusion needs to be able to tell when it is somewhere inside the arena,
and when it has found the thick black line surrounding the SUMO rink. We will use
the Optical Distance Sensor to let Fusion know which part of the rink it is in.
First move the black Optical Distance Sensor to the front of the Fusion Robot, using
the hole positions circled above.

The result of this move is shown on the next page.
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This video demonstrates the use of Fusion's Optical Distance Sensor to detect
whether the Sensor (and the hence the robot) is in the white center of the SUMO rink,
or if it has found the black edge of that rink. The difference in sensor readings obtained
from the Optical Distance Sensor when it is over the white area, and when it is over
the black area of the rink, can later be used to teach Fusion how to stay inside the
SUMO rink.

Video – Web - USB
Keeping Fusion inside the SUMO Rink FP9c
Our Fusion Robot can play SUMO by:
1. Charging forwards, when Fusion is in the white middle of the rink,
2. Backing away and turning, after Fusion reaches the black edge of the rink
Previously in our Blockly beginner’s course, we showed how to play SUMO using
Fusion’s Blockly code. In this video we demonstrate how to use Fusion’s automatic
generation of Python code to convert the Blockly program that was used in our Fusion
Blockly SUMO tutorial, into the more advanced computer language Python. We
combine this Python code with Optical Distance Sensor readings to help our Fusion
Robot detect when it has left the white centre of the rink, and reached the black edge.
Watch the video below to find out how…

Video – Web - USB
The video above is our “first look” at using Python to teach our Fusion Robot to
stay inside the SUMO rink. Have a play with this Python code. Change the motor
speeds. Change the turning timings. See if you can make your Robot play better
SUMO.
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Fusion Follows a Line Edge FP10

Fusion can be taught to follow the edge of a line by using Fusion’s Optical Distance
Sensor.
Next we look at a Blockly “Edge Follow” program, similar to the one in our Blockly
tutorial here Web – USB. We then convert it into a Python program, as shown in the
following video.

Video – Web - USB
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Fusion’s Swimming Pool Challenge FP11

Can our Fusion robot clear the toys from the green swimming
pool? FP11a
Imagine that our class has gone on a bus trip to a beautiful swimming pool in the
wilderness. We have only been playing for a little time when there is a sudden heavy
shower of rain. The driver of the bus is concerned that the shallow stream the bus
crossed may suddenly get deeper, so he hurries all the students into the bus and
quickly leaves before the stream can rise. This leaves the teacher to retrieve all the toys
with which the class was playing. Unfortunately, the teacher can not swim. So, we need
to program our special amphibious Fusion robot to follow a winding trail through the
wilderness, to detect the silvery white sands of a beach at the edge of the pool, and to
then push all of the toys to the edge of the pool so that teacher can collect them without
getting his feet wet. 😊
How can we teach our Fusion robot to do that?
If we think about this Challenge, we could re-use our previous code, like this:
•
•

Fusion uses our previous code to follow the line until it “sees” the silver sand
If Fusion “sees” the silver sand, then it stops edge-following, and then uses
our previous SUMO code to push the toys to the edge of the pool, ready for
the teacher to collect the toys. 😊

The next tutorials show how to re-use our previous code to solve this Challenge.

Changing Fusion’s “Edge-Follow” Code into a Function FP11b
One of the problems with computer code is that if the code is many pages long, it is
often difficult to remember on (e.g.) page 54 what we have done on (e.g.) page 17. Long
experience gathered over decades has shown that even expert programmers produce
more reliable code if their code is divided into small chunks that can fit on one
computer screen. We call these code chunks “functions”. Let us see if we can change
our “edge-follow” code into a code chunk that will fit on one page.
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The video below shows how to change our "edge-follow code" into an "edge-follow
function" using Blockly. We will then convert the Blockly function into a Python
function.

Video – Web - USB
Changing Fusion’s “SUMO” Code into a Function FP11c
In our previous Blockly SUMO tutorial, we produced Blockly code to teach our Fusion
robot to stay inside the SUMO rink. In the tutorial below, we find out how to convert
this code into a Blockly function. We also take a careful look at the equivalent Python
SUMO function.

Video – Web - USB
Next, we will assemble these Edge-Follow and SUMO functions into code that will
teach our Fusion Robot how to clear all the left-behind toys from the swimming pool.

Fusion attempts to “Clear the Swimming Pool” FP11d
In the video below we combine the Edge-Follow and SUMO Blockly Functions into a
program that will teach our Fusion Robot to follow the curving path through our
pretend wilderness, cross the pretend silver sand beach, and clear left-behind toys
from our pretend swimming pool by pushing them to the edge of the pool so they can
be collected by our non-swimming teacher.
We then convert this Blockly code into Python Code. We examine the Python code,
line by line. We then see if this code works when it is run on our Fusion Robot.

Video – Web - USB
Fortunately, this code works beautifully with our Fusion Robot!
This Challenge also illustrates the use of "functions". Functions are tremendously
useful in coding. They can encapsulate past coding wisdom in easily re-usable
packages. These "packages" (called functions, procedures and other names in
different coding languages) can be assembled into libraries, for future re-use.
Sometimes these "libraries", can be private, containing secret expertise that a
company sells. Sometimes programmers release their code for free use by other
programmers - just like our videos that we release for free use by students worldwide. If you are learning Python, it is really worthwhile learning how to use
functions. We will have more about functions in later tutorials.

Extra: Keeping Fusion inside an Irregularly Edged Rink FP11e
There are occasions when the rink is all one color, and the areas around the arena are
of multiple colors. This type if rink would pose problems for the SUMO code we have
used, which relies on the border around the SUMO rink being the same all the way
around the rink. Fusion can handle this type of rink as well, but needs a Color Sensor.
This sensor is not part of the Fusion Base Kit, but is available for separate purchase
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from Modern Robotics. We have added a color sensor to our Fusion robot, and
demonstrate how to use it in the following video.

Video – Web - USB
Note: (January 2019) Currently only one Color Sensor may be connected to the
Fusion Controller at a time. My understanding is that this is a limitation of the current
Fusion implementation of Blockly, not a limitation of the Color Sensor/Core
Controller combination itself. Thus, this limitation of only using one Color Sensor at a
time could change in a future implementation of Blockly.
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Technical Extras: FPTe
Fusion Robot – Introduction FPTe1
This page contains a summary of semi-technical information that may be of interest to
Teachers or Mentors. If you are a beginner who is eager to get on with building your
Fusion Robot, ignore the stuff below, and go to page 3 and start building your Robot.
Fusion is a Robot kit produced by Modern Robotics Inc.. It is controlled by a
Raspberry Pi 3 mini-computer, combined with a Modern Robotics circuit board that
allows the Raspberry Pi to control all of Modern Robotics’ Fusion motors and sensors.
These are protected by a transparent enclosure, with slots on the top for connections
to sensors and motors.
You can tell your Fusion robot what to do using a version of Google’s Blockly
computer language, which is an excellent coding language for beginners. For more
advanced users, the computer language Python (which is very popular in industry) can
be used with Fusion. If you have not used Robots before, we strongly suggest you start
with Blockly, because Blockly is easier for beginners, and Fusion is designed to make
any later conversion from Blockly to Python a reasonably straight-forward process.
Fusion is unusual in that the documentation and compilers are all mounted within
the Fusion Robot itself. Because Fusion can act as a local Wi-Fi source, all that is
needed for you to control your Fusion Robot is a Wi-Fi link from your laptop to your
Fusion Robot. Once you have connected these two using a browser (preferably
Google’s Chrome browser) you do not need a connection to the Internet. Not needing
the Internet can be a blessing if your Internet connection is as slow as a tortoise with
sore legs, or if your school has forbidden student laptops to be connected to the
internet. In both cases your local Wi-Fi link between your laptop and your Fusion robot
is all that is needed to get started.
All this software is designed to work within a browser. Modern Robotics
recommends using Google’s widely-available Chrome browser, versions of which are
available on most recent computers running Microsoft’s Windows operating system,
recent Macintosh computers, and computers running many Linux distributions. If
your computing device is using an older or different operating system, check Google’s
advice here.

Updating Fusion’s Operating System FPTE2
Periodically, Modern Robotics makes available an update to Fusion’s Operating
System. The current version (January 2019) is v1.0.5, an update from the previous
v1.0.0. This adds the ability for Fusion to participate in “Data Logging”, where readings
from a sensor can be recorded over a period of time. This can be excellent for school
projects. As an example, a report produced by the best of our previous mentees who
used “Data Logging” with a LEGO robotics system can be seen here.
Either: You can follow this video that demonstrates how to update Fusion’s Operating
System (Web – USB).
Or: You can follow these instructions.
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1) You must be logged in to Fusion at an “Admin level” account (revise
setting up Fusion Accounts on page 8, revise logging in to Fusion on Page
11).
2) You must connect your Fusion Robot to your modem using an Ethernet
cable.
3) You consult the web page at Modern Robotics’ web site that details how
to update Fusion’s Operating System by clicking here.

Fusion Controller References FPTe3
Modern Robotics has recently provided additional technical documentation for the
Fusion Controller, which can be referenced by clicking here.

Fusion Sensor References FPTe4
Modern Robotics has recently provided additional technical documentation for
Fusion’s Sensors, which can be referenced by clicking here.

Fitting a Fusion Controller to a Spartan Robot FPTe5
Modern Robotics offers kits for both Spartan and Fusion Robots. Apart from the
Controllers, the physical components in both robot kits have many similarities. If you
own a Spartan Robot, and decide you want to control your robot using Fusion’s Python
computer language instead of Spartan’s C computer language, it is possible to
successfully mount a Fusion Controller on a Spartan robot base. The following notes
comment on what I did to achieve this change.
Since the metal components of the Fusion Base Kit are very similar to the metal
components in Modern Robotics Inc.’s Spartan base kit, replacing the Spartan
controller on my existing Spartan Robot by a Fusion Controller was fairly straightforward. My Fusion build mostly followed the Spartan build you can find in Modern
Robotic’s Spartan build pdf, and in this YouTube Video. However, some changes were
necessary.
The Fusion Controller is bigger than Spartan’s Arduino controller. Hence, you
should mount the Fusion Controller in the position shown in Step 3 and “Step 14” (the
second Step 12) of Modern Robotics’ Fusion Build Instructions that are available here.
The sensors supplied with the Fusion Base Kit are different from the sensors
supplied as part of the Spartan Kit.
The Fusion kit includes one Optical Distance Sensor and one Integrating Gyro
Sensor.
The Spartan Kit includes two Optical Distance sensors. I found it convenient to
change the standard Spartan mounting position of the second (left) Optical Distance
Sensor, to that shown in the image below. This change will help prepare your Robot
for later “Robot SUMO Using Fusion” and “Fusion Follows a Line Edge” tutorials
which you will find about half-way through these notes.
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Enjoy! 😊
What does “Video – Web - USB” mean? FPTe6
When we suggest that you play a video, you will see something like this:
Video – Web – USB
What does “Web” imply?
When you left-mouse-click on “Web”, this will take you to a video. In many
cases, the video will start to immediately play. Since many Schools object
to uninvited advertising, we do not use third-party advertising in these
videos, restricting ourselves to references to Modern Robotics Inc.’s
website, when we think this appropriate to potentially enhance the use of
your Robot. When the video ends, we have tried to ensure that no thirdparty advertising appears on your classroom screen.
However, the videos are mostly stored on YouTube. There is a link on
the videos to enable you to play the version stored on YouTube. This has
the disadvantage that we can not prevent third-party adverting appearing
at the end of the videos. However, it does have the advantage that
translatable closed captions automatically generated from our voices,
have been added to the video. These automatically generated translations
are without punctuation, but they are still very useful in a classroom full
of excited, enthusiastic & noisy school students, where we know from past
experience that our video voices may be difficult to hear.
It is possible for us to provide additional hand-edited closed captions
that are easier to understand because they include punctuation. At
present, few of these tutorials include these extra hand-edited captions,
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but we hope to expand these easier-to-understand captions when we have
more time…
If your student’s first language is not English, Google Translate on
YouTube is available to translate these automatically generated captions
into something like 60+ languages. Since we know that our previous
robotics tutorials have been viewed by students in 192 of the 193 countries
recognized by the United Nations, we expect that this option will continue
to be an important one.
What does “USB” imply?
One of the strengths of the Fusion Robot, is that it can be programmed,
and run, without reference to the Internet. However, this reveals a
problem for non-internet connected students who want to use our tutorial
videos. Our videos are mounted on the Internet, and thus are not available
when a non-internet connected student attempts to use the “Web” option.
To obviate this situation, we have curated a USB that includes this pdf
document, plus copies of our tutorials. If you plug this USB into your
computer, and run the USB copy of this pdf on this USB drive, clicking on
the “USB” option in this document will allow you to access to the videos
and arenas that you would previously have needed access to the internet
to obtain.
We do not include any third-party advertising on these videos,
restricting ourselves to references to Modern Robotics Inc.’s website,
when we think this appropriate to potentially enhance the use of your
Fusion Robot.
How do I get a copy of this USB drive?
Currently, we don’t know! ☹ Over the past decade of our assisting
robotics education, we have never charged for access to these tutorials, or
for our assistance at schools. We don’t have the finances to give these USB
drives away, so we are currently looking at options. If you have any useful
suggestions, we would be very happy to read them! 😊
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Where to go next? FPnext
It has been fun taking a "First Look" at how to use Python to teach our Modern
Robotics' Fusion Robot to behave as we would wish it to behave.
If you have decided that you really like Python, and want to study a course that
looks at a more detailed use of Python itself, without reference to a Robot, good courses
are available, some free.
If you are a computer professional, Python is a useful computer language to have
in your CV. It has excellent mathematical and artificial intelligence libraries available
to assist in writing advanced programs. It is also currently (2018) much in demand in
industry.
We have not covered the use of advanced Python programs in this introductory
course. If you want to study Python in more detail (probably beyond what you will
need in School Python courses), an excellent University-level two-semester free online Python course that I can recommend from my personal experience is available
here. This free course is made available via edX from one of the leading Universities in
the world, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). While this course is free,
if you want a completion certificate to hang on your wall to impress your students and
colleagues, there is a $$$ fee. We suggest that it is worth looking at this excellent
course, before looking at other courses that part you from your hard-earned dollars…
Enjoy! 😊
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